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“Place is security, space is freedom: we are attached to the
one and long for the other.” Yi-Fu Tuan
I often ponder over the physical limitations of
everyday life. The sense of my body being trapped
in the here and now, in being able to imagine
so much and experience so little in comparison,
and the downhearted disappointment of it all.
In my Master project Space + Poetics at
Konstfack (2010) I have confronted these issues.
I have tried to find ways to bridge the gap between
the physical place and the mental space. I strive
to create escapes from our rigid surroundings –
to create little holes in the everyday where the
void creates content.

Starting Point
I started out, before formulating a project description, in a way by summarizing my back
catalogue of work. I attempted to take a step back to be able to look at it as a whole and
from a distance. In trying to summarize the work I saw a theme of escapism running
through many of my projects. Many of my self-initiated previous projects have dealt
with methods of escaping the here and now, physically or mentally. I started to think
about why this was such a dominant theme, and came to the conclusion that it stems
from boredom. I often feel hopelessly bored and trapped. I do what I do in being a
designer and illustrator as way to escape the boring everyday. This is a double function,
creating the work allows me to disappear into my own universe, but I also strive to
communicate this to viewers. I want to create escapes for other people, who might just
be as hopelessly bored as I am. This realization made me tempted to intentionally set
myself a brief to scrutinize this boredom. To really dig into the emotion and see where I
would end up by doing this.
I decided early on to set up some rules. As much as possible I would try to have no
expectations at all, to see the project as a blank page to fill. To work in process based
manner and let the project direct me, with the hope of ending up in a place I would not
have thought to end up in the beginning. To intentionally get lost and hopefully find my
way back again. I also wanted to free myself from the pressure of expecting success, or
creating portfolio pieces, by leaving a window open for failure. The process would be
the main thing, a project that deals as much with a subject as an unorthodox method
of working as a designer. I was open to the possibility that the process could end up
being a text, a series of photographs or something completely different. I thought is was
important to have these rules in the back of my head in order to leave my safety-zone.
These rules would allow me to work with a less critical eye.
Research
My theoretical research has sometimes followed my process and at other times led
the process forward. Quite early on, in December, before the project started I read an
transcript of a discussion between Olafur Eliasson and Robert Irwin (Take Your Time
Olafur Eliasson, 2007 Thames & Hudson) They were speaking about issues of space,
personal experiences and reality in relation to art. I found the interview very interesting
and insightful, but did not connect it to my project until I started looking at my own
writing and could see that reading that conversation had influenced my process.
I also read a couple readers on perception and illusions. I did however find these a bit
too technical, and adjacent in subject, but not spot on in relation to my project. I also
went to talk to Ulf Klarén on this matter; he is a Konstfack-employed researcher on
perception. He had a very broad knowledge in the field and helped me with some of
the core concepts, but also had interesting knowledge on the current scientific discourse.

There are many artists who have worked visually around themes of perception of space
and perception and looking at these artists work proved more inspiring than reading
the dry literature that I found on the subject. Some of the major influences came from
Olafur Eliasson, James Turrell, Dan Graham and Anish Kapoor.
After attending Catharina Gabrielsson’s lecture Site Matters I started looking for literature
that dealt with space and place. I found a good introductory in the geographer Yi-Fu
Tuan’s book Space and Place The Perspective of Experience (1977) that was a nice read with
many interesting points.
List of most important sources for my progress:
Adcock, Craig, 1990. James Turrell The Art of Light and Space. Berkeley, University of California Press.
Bachelard, Gaston, 1994 (1958). The Poetics of Space The Classic Look at How We Experience Intimate
Places. Boston MA. Beacon Press.
Colomina, Beatriz, Francis, Mark & Pelzer, Birgit, 2001. Dan Graham. London, Phaidon Press.
Engberg-Pedersen, Anna ed., 2008. Studio Olafur Eliasson An Encyclopedia. Berlin, Taschen.
Grynsztejn, Madeleine ed., 2007. Take Your Time Olafur Eliasson. New York, Thames And Hudson.
Henderson, Maurice, 1999. Visual Space Perception A Primer. Cambridge, MA, The MIT Press.
Kirwan, James, 2005. Sublimity. New York, Routledge.
McKim, Robert H., 1972. Experiences in Visual Thinking. Berkeley, Stanford University Press.
Noever, Peter ed., 2002. James Turrell: The Other Horizon. Berlin, Hatje Cantz Verlag.
Tuan, Yi-Fu, 1977. Space and Place The Perspective of Experience. Minneapolis, University of
Minnesota Press.
Wikipedia, Youtube, Ted:Talks and other internet sources

Tutoring
I have been very pleased with my tutoring from Hans Cogne. I am especially happy
that he has not pushed me in any direction; he has been calm, helpful, insightful and
brave in letting me get lost without demanding to know exactly where I’m going. His
open and positive attitude towards the project has given me the confidence to continue
investigations and follow the process, rather than to steer it. I think this project would
have been very different, and probably more boring for me and shown in the results,
had he demanded strict deadlines and a clear path.
Work Process
I started off being quite confused and overwhelmed by the wide-open brief I had set
for myself. Where does my boredom start? It felt difficult to grasp – and natural to start
by digging where I stand – by examining the sources of my everyday boredom. Hans
Cogne suggested I should photo document my surroundings in order to make in more
tangible. I took photos of my messy working table full of coffee stains and unpaid bills,
pee-stains in the snow outside my door and the dirt behind my bed. In short I was

trying to get up close to my everyday boredom and confront my failure of not living the
perfect life. As I was continuously photographing something happened with the pictures
I was taking, or rather the subjects of my photographs changed. I started getting more
interested in the not so boring everyday, one day I saw a ghost-like imprint of a snow
angel having been made some days before, at a night time walk I stumbled over a heap
of snow making an artificial mountain in the centre of Stockholm, these and many
other strange occurrences began to replace the dull everyday I originally set out to
document. When I looked at these pictures they seemed like accidental fictions, things
that were left randomly in public space waiting for someone to take notice of them and
give them life. Photographing the less boring was also a strategy to escape the boring;
without noticing I got bored with the boring and choose to look for magic instead. From
here I took a step back to see what these photos could give me in my project.
(Image 1 & 2)

Dust
My first visual idea came out of the dust that I had documented from behind my bed.
I wanted to find a way to lift it out of its pointless existence, to let it take center place
in the room. I had the idea of making it into wallpaper. I also wanted to show it from a
different perspective and thought of microscopic imagery as a way to show the hidden
life of dirt. I got in contact with two neuroscientists at Karolinska Institutet who were
kind enough to let me bring a zip lock bag full of dirt and photograph it through their
powerful microscopes. Going there, and seeing hair and tiny pieces of onionskins
and dirt come alive into little complex universes was a great experience. It was also
interesting from a methodological point of view, when talking to these scientists I saw
some similarities in the design practice and the work of scientific researcher. We both
start out looking for something, testing, trying over and over again. Failing many times
and sometimes finding the right path. Working both intuitively and analytically, at times
letting accidents show the way.
I used some of the many images that I brought home from the microscope to create
patterns for wallpaper; I was however a bit unsatisfied with the final pattern result. I
thought that the original images straight from the microscope were more interesting
than the repeats. I still think this is an idea with potential and I would like to go back
at some point with a clearer view of what I want, maybe using neutron microscopes to
create textile or wallpaper patterns. But for the MA project I decided to leave the dust
behind. However, looking at these small worlds made me think about how life exists at
different scales and that we perceive such a small portion of it. From the personal and
private level, the society and interaction in-between people to the worlds that are too
small or too great to be grasped by the human eye.
(Image 3, 4, 5 & 6)

Spatial Issues
At this time I was also asked by my professor Hans Cogne to write about my boredom
and its background. I found it difficult to put down the emotion in words, but therefor
it was all the more important to do so. In writing about the theme I was forced to really
think about the theme, and in doing so my thoughts became clearer and in this I realized
that the base of my boredom lies in a disappointment and feelings of imbalance.
It seems to me that the inner and outer universes don’t match up. The thoughts and
dreams that exist inside all our heads are free from gravity and chronology, they are not
tied down to a place, they are immaterial. We can subjectively shape the world and are
not disturbed by other individuals with other ideas of truth and reality. The inner world
is flexible and fluid. We can imagine so much in a short amount of time, and experience
so little in the same. It’s like the inner and outer do not match up and therefore cause a
sense of disappointment, or boredom with my surroundings. It’s like the rigid walls of
our homes and houses trap us in their form, they tie us down and force us to exist on
a small level. I felt this must be at the core of the feeling and set out to investigate this,
rather complex emotion, further. I wanted to try to create visual work that dealt with this
imbalance, work that could infuse a sense of weightlessness or wonder into the physical
world around us. To create temporary cures for the limitations imposed by the places
that surround us.
Coming to this conclusion also made me understand why I like certain works of art so
much. I have long admired the work of Olafur Eliasson, and through writing about this
it suddenly became clear that his works have a close relation to space and time, and how
we interact with it, managing to mystify both the audience, the place and the experience
of the works.
Holes in Space
I thought of experiences I have had that relate to space and concentrated on those
that give me a notion of a less rigid atmosphere. It seemed that these were experiences
where I have a sense that something is out of place or that my sense of perception tricks
me, or that my view-field is unclear. Simple everyday examples of this experience are
ladders leading to attics and basements. They are both a visual symbol and a practical
tool taking you from one place to another. But also because what is at the end of the
ladder, attics and basements are places that have a notion of the unknown; often dark,
unaesthetic, disorganized and uncontrolled. There is something fascinating in the
potential danger of the forgotten places. Attics and cellars are part of houses but still
separate, hidden and forgotten. They are like the subconscious level of the house, all
the old memories; love letters, broken objects and shamefully untrendy furniture are
stored there.

On a larger scale, I find that a spatial equivalent of attics and basements are holes. Holes
in the landscape, tunnels and caves are both physically and metaphorically a window
of opportunity and something that widens the time and space we perceive. My flat has
a short field of vision and therefore a short time and space, I know it well spatially and
I know it takes me x amounts of steps (time) to get from the door to the kitchen. An
open landscape has a great time and space, we can imagine ourselves walking over the
fields and eventually reaching the horizon, this image works both in time and space,
we see the horizon in the distance but are also aware that the time walking there would
be substantial. A space that has a dark opening, leading into another space, which we
cannot see, also has a great amount of time and space built into it. The difference
here is that we can imagine that this hole could possibly go on forever. The hole has
an uncertain space and time quality that adds a mythical level. The space becomes
fascination and frightening at the same time. I wanted to use this notion, and the
suggestive potential of the hole in my work. I started by collecting images of holes from
many sources, zooming into volcanoes on Google Earth, looking at artists that work with
holes as well as taking notice of smaller objects with holes in them.
What is interesting with holes is also that the aesthetic value comes from the negative
space; the nothing is the something, it is what we don’t see that creates the experience.
I wanted to use this and started working with my own holes. Starting from large sheets
of paper, I cut out holes and hung these papers in rows, making the focus on the
negative space/the hole, rather than the paper. When hung these had an interesting
quality of adding a strange atmosphere in a room. On some I used forced perspective
so that when a person looks into the hole it seems a lot deeper than the room actually is
thus distorting the perception of depth within the room. This effect interested me and
led me to reading about perception and perspective, but also thinking of other ways that
a room could be distorted.
(Image 7 & 8)

I worked with textured cutout wireframe cubes, making compositions with these
on walls. I used a classic perception trick, showing how easily a flat surface can be
perceived as 3D just by using forced perspective. When hung these create illusion
of tree dimensional ghostlike boxes standing in space. These work as flat sculptural
objects, that can be placed in any manner and creating alternative sculptures. I created
the textures by rolling planks of wood in oil based inks and placing them in a press,
transferring the texture to newsprint. I pressed through several sheets of paper in one
dye, so I managed to get many shades from one texture. I then hung the lighter and
darker in random order, so that there was a sense of unclarity of what is in front and
what is further in the back.
(Image 9 )

I also worked on other ways to construct holes that were not based in space but gave
the illusion of being based in space. Flat objects made to look three-dimensional. These

visualizations were amongst other prints of floating holes and optical illusions that gave
the impression of looking at a deep hole.
(Image 10)

Space and Place
I attended an interesting lecture at Konstfack, by accident, which brought my project
forward. Catharina Gabrielsson’s lecture Site Matters dealt with the concepts space and
place and how space is something abstract and connected to the mental sphere, and place
is the specific, concrete and real room around us. Constructing buildings and planning
cities it is a way to transform space into place. We make the unfamiliar safe and
manageable. She also argued that humans need both, we need the security of place but
also strive to experience the freedom of open space. For me these two concepts really
tied my project together. I had been trying to infuse places with sense of space. I had just
in lack of better words called it escapes. Being bored with the places surrounding me I
try to widen them by adding space.
Having these two concepts materialized into language made a big difference, although
I sort of knew what I wanted to work with before, they made it much more concrete. It
also lead me to do more reading on the subject, which I guess is very central to architects
and geographers, but something I have never come across as an illustrator/graphic
designer. I really do think these concepts can be incorporated in the work of graphic
design/illustration and used on a smaller scale as a way to create work that has an
element of space. Work that invites the object to also function as a metaphor.
This lecture made me think of how an abstract notion of space can be built into specific
places, and thereby adding a layer to how we experience that place. Most people would
prefer their homes to be familiar and safe, rather than filled with unknown space, but
there are other sites where a sense of space could be added, public spaces for instance
have monuments, where the main function is to be monumental and impressive. I
thought it was strange how these are mostly firmly grounded in the place, rather than
being objects that add a sense of space.
I had an idea of constructing monuments that combine this place/space issue with
my previous investigations into holes. I thought about making architectural plans
for inverted monuments; instead of a public square with a king on his horse, my
monuments would be great bottomless craters in the middle of city squares.
(Image 11)

At this time I was also working on tree-dimensional models of constructions resembling
skeletons of houses with deep holes cut through the different levels of the houses.
(Images 12)

Somewhere around this time it thought it would be good to step back a step, look at my
work and see where it was going and how to present it at the exhibition.
Exhibition – Mirror Images
The exhibition ahead caused me some problems relating to all the visual material
I had collected and created throughout the process. I thought it was important to
communicate both something about my process, that represents my work better than a
shiny bright object on display, but I also wanted to communicate my investigations into
perception and spatial issues. I wanted the work shown to be not only a representation/
illustration of spatial issues; I also wanted it to give the audience a spatial experience.
I went through a process of making several plans of how to achieve this; at an early
stage my plan was to create a display of a dreamlike vision of a hobby architect (me)
where the audience could walk around and look at the different parts of my project. I
did however feel that this would be visually safe, it would look good, but that it might not
communicate the essence of the project. I lingered on to this idea for some weeks, but in
the end decided to kill it. I also asked professors and friends for advice at this point and
many said, why don’t you just pick one thing, the holes for instance and work with these.
Create something that will give pleasure to the people coming to the exhibition.
In the previous plan I had included a mirror trick, by placing mirrors in a row at 90°
angle these could bounce an image at the bottom of the row for an eternity, placing
focus on the space in-between the viewer and the image. A friend suggested I should
try to combine the mirrors and the cutout paper holes in some way and turn this into an
installation. I though this sounded like a great idea, so I started to build up models using
four mirrors and a row of holes. In doing this I created an illusion of space by placing
holes in-between four mirrors, leaving holes at each end to look into. When two people
look into the holes from opposite ends this gives the illusion of the person being four
times further away that in reality. I thought this could be a nice social experience
at an exhibition where people could be faced with complete strangers at the end of a
deep hole.
I made many tryouts at different scales to make sure that this illusion would work.
I started off buying very small pocket mirrors and made constructions out of foam
board that would hold the mirrors and paper holes at straight angles. The plan
seemed to work but I had to move up in scale to know the effect. I moved on to getting
slightly bigger mirrors, this time around 15x15 cm, and sizing up worked better. Early
on I thought the installation, no matter scale, would work better in a visually clean
surrounding. The trick is a rather quiet one and would easily be missed if the viewer is
distracted by other visual input. This installation could work as either a face or full body
version, the bigger the better effect. In an ideal world I would use very large mirrors and
create a labyrinth of sorts. I did however call several glaziers and the price for four full

body mirrors ranged from 5000 to 7000 sek, adding additional costs for material this did
not seem reasonable. For the exhibition much also depended on how large area I would
be assigned. At this time I was also waiting to find out where in the school we would
exhibit our work. I wanted to find some way to work directly, space specifically with my
area in some way, and let the limitations of this help me design my exhibition.
Exhibition – An Idea for Space Under Stairs
While we were looking at our classes space for the exhibition with the curator, I noticed
a strange room below the stairs in the downstairs gallery. A leftover space full of random
things; leftovers and trash. I immediately though it had potential within my project, as
it is such an awkward and closed space, and related back to those forgotten rooms such
as attics and basements. It seemed like a great place to do an installation working with
the space. I had an idea of building a black hole/cave object at the narrowing part of
the space. The room would then not end but rather be a potential opening to something
strange hidden below the staircase. I had a vision of a very dark room where the object
would be barely noticeable, like some dark tunnel leading into a dark dream.
I measured the space and found out the construction would have to be fairly large
in order to fill the space, roughly 1.50 by 1 by 1.20 meters. I thought paper would
be a good material to use, as it is a material I am fairly comfortable with, and I had
constructed objects out of it before (although not at all in this large scale).
My first attempt was to use hexagons, attaching these to one another and thus building
the space from the bottom out. I did rather quickly find out that his would be an
almost impossible task, as the angles change for each piece and with changing angles,
the shapes of the individual pieces also need to change. It seemed like I would have to
approach the structure as a form of architecture, using 3D model making, and working
backwards from there. My own experience with 3D software is limited so I had to find
someone who would be willing to assist me in the model making process. Through
friends I got in contact with Dong Han Oh at the ID department of Konstfack. He
had plenty of experience with CAD software and agreed to help me, he was however
sceptical about the short time frame, combined with the scale and material chosen.
Together we designed the model according to the space under the stairs. When we were
satisfied with how it looked Dong Han went on to flatten the model and separate each
triangular piece (168 pieces). He then had to number each piece, but also every side of
each piece so that I would know which side of which piece should be attached to what
side of another piece.
As I wanted to use this staircase space for the cave it felt natural to have the mirror/hole
installation placed close in the gallery. The walls are very high so I decided to include
the cut-out boxes on the tall wall. These were to be hung at 1.80 meters by 4 meters
high, which meant cutting about 300 boxes. Further I decided to include three of my
collages on the opposite wall. Having the space clear also helped me in shaping the

mirror/object. Making it full figure would not work within the space so I decided to do
it face only. I decided to make the bottom frame as a grid of boxes, to relate to the flat
boxes hung on the wall. The box shape is also present in the collages so it ties the whole
space together visually. I wanted to place the mirror installation high enough for people
to have to make an effort to look through it, so the looking becomes both a playful
and physical action. The looking hole will be 1.5 meters high up, so short persons and
children will have to be standing on a box to reach it.
Presentation
Before the presentation I had fears that my project would not be understood, that it
would seem vague and pretentious in it’s unclarity. My thought were clear to me, but
the difficulty lied in communicating these to an audience of people with no previous
knowledge of my project. I thought it was crucial to be very clear, and to do the presentation chronologically, in order for everyone to follow my development, and to present
my visual outcomes in the order that they were made, rather than in the end of the
presentation. I also decided to not include most of my theoretical research, and to
only include the concepts that had lead to defining moments in my process. This in
order to not confuse the audience further. I prepared a word by word script, as public
performances tend to make me nervous, where I went through my process moth by
month.
By the time of the presentation I had a fairly clear idea of what I wanted to show at
the exhibition and could also present a coherent visual presentation of this. My project
in dealing with perception and our relationship to our surroundings, is not ideal for a
formal presentation, as the work should really be experienced in space rather than on
a screen. At the question part of the presentations I did get a few questions about the
mirror/box for example, people could not fully envision how it would look in the end.
I felt relieved that my opponent, Katrin Olina, had grasped the essence of my project,
being familiar with both the subject matter and artists I referred to in the presentation.
In hindsight, I wish we had been able to dig deeper into the notion of aesthetics and
ways to work with aesthetics on a deeper level. I think it is an important and too seldom
talked about subject; how aesthetics (objects and places) shape our lives. Working directly
with aesthetics and our physical existence is such a basic conception of art and design. I
think this simplicity, and the banality of it, tends to make it overlooked, unrighteously so.
It is a subject I feel I could keep working with for a very long time.
Building the Exhibition
The weeks after the presentation, before the opening of the exhibition, were hectic and
mostly full of technical problems, set-backs and a need for quick solutions.

I started building the mirror object full-scale at my parents house together with my
father. I had sketched up the construction, and together we made a plan of how this
could be built. I was happy with the solution I came up with for the stand where the
mirrors and hole panels were placed. We made it out of a thick wood board and
then made quite deep ridges across the board so that everything could be slipped into
the ridges and moved around. Standing straight without having to be glued down. I
generally tried to construct the object in a way so that as much as possible could be
dissembled in case I would want to show it somewhere else later on.
(Images 14)

The most challenging part of the building process proved to be the construction for the
space under the stairs. On my first attempt I started building only looking at the flat
map, not the 3D model. I thought I would be able to figure out the angles – whether a
piece would be folded in or out – as I folded. When I had constructed 2/3 of the model
I realized the angles were wrong, pieces began to bulge and it was hard to get the whole
thing to fit together. I made a decision to scrap what I had been working on for almost
a week, to start fresh and this time consult the 3D model before attaching a new piece,
to know roughly what angle it should be folded in. This proved to be slow but better, the
model fit together better and became more stable. However, when I had reached a bit
further than with the first model it became to large to work with freehand. It would fall
and each piece became more hard than the previous to attach. I then thought of ways
to construct some sort of outer shell for the object. I first tried with chicken wire, but it
was much too unstable. In the end I built a wooden frame where I could hang the whole
object form strings, attaching the whole thing from many different points thus dividing
the weight across the structure.
(Images 15)

When the installation piece was fully constructed I needed to resolve lighting. I used a
weak LED light, I wanted the lighting to be bluish and cold, but even this light was too
strong. I thought the transition period from complete darkness into seeing the object was
important so I improvised creating a shade with plastic and card. During the exhibition
week I realized that the light perception within the dark room changed according to the
outside weather; on rainy days the light needed to be lower than on bright sunny days in
order to get the transition from complete darkness into seeing.
(Images 16)

Exhibition Opening – Onwards
Showing these works at the exhibition has been very interesting. I have previously not
worked with installations that require any kind of interaction before and it’s been such
a joy to see peoples reactions when looking into the hole/box and walking out of the
dark room. I’m happy I have gotten so many physical reactions to the work; people have
walked into the dark room being afraid of the darkness, others have become nauseous

from looking through the mirror/box and others have spontaneously laughed at each
other when seeing an unknown face at the other side of a deep hole. It’s exactly the
kind of direct, basic and physical reactions I was hoping to get and have wanted to
investigate. Having been around the exhibition seeing people interact with the work
has made me even more keen to carry on making space-specific work, and to work
with space as a theme. It is such a general, human emotion that spans over gender and
age, old ladies seem to enjoy the hole illusion as much as five year old. To me there is
something very democratic and comforting in creating work which can be enjoyed by
children and adults alike. It makes us see our similarities rather than differences.
I see it as a future challenge n my practice to keep working within the field of aesthetics
with focus on expanding the space we perceive. I’d like to find ways to continue with this
theme, working on more defined products, and experience-based events. I’d like to work
within the theme digitally as well, using the potential of projections in spaces. I generally
think there is great potential in designing spaces as this field will grow in the near future.
Especially now, in times when we live our lives so much in the digital, non-physical
world, the physical experience will become something sought after, where the internet
cannot compete. We will turn to the physical world expecting fuller physical experiences.
Having reached the end of this long project I must say that I really did end up in a place
I could not have foreseen. Going from investigating my own boredom and my bedroom
dirt, to falling down holes and ending up in a mirror world has been a great experience.
On a personal level this project has helped me clarify the core of my own interest in
design, and my future goals within design. I want to create spaces that widen the place
we exist in, on a small and large scale. Hopefully managing to let people experience the
physical world as less rigid, and more full of wonder.
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